BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Dockets from No. 2014-187-E and back to 2008-196-E – all that apply BLRA as a legal base for PSC Orders with ORS stipulations and reports.

IN MATTER OF:
Combined Application of SCE&G ... for a Base Load Review [Act] Order and ... for Authority to Adjust and Increase Its Electric Rates and Charges.

PETITIONS

1. Petition for Rulemaking.
2. Petition for Rehearing and/or Reconsideration.
3. Petition for a Rule to Show Cause.


1.1. From common laws and fundamental justice there is a minimum standard: "Do not cover up a crime and/or unethical lawyers", especially in frauds reaching billions of dollars taken from millions of people. It shall come from the PSC Mission: "A Fair, Open, and Efficient Regulatory Process That Promotes Cost-Effective And Reliable Utility Services", which is obviously ignored in Directive 2014-733. Any number of protestants (from one to multi-hundreds) was ignored since 2008 in both nuclear SCANA and Duke Energy projects.

1.2. The minimum standard for a logical/technical/legal check of the SC Base Load Review Act (BLRA) as a legal background to order kWh rate increase was never done. It had to come from Ms. Hudson's document # 193643 dated 2008-06-27 but is blindly assumed in ORS report doc # 251718, which ignores Wojcicki's challenging letter doc # 251866 delivered to ORS on 2014-06-20.

1.3. Previous "standard of BLRA" was used to block Wojcicki's intervention (e.g. orders 2014-404, -445). Today, False Claimed Assumption of BLRA (FCA of BLRA) has redundant and full proof to be illegal ground. What this fact shall prove for Us the People?

1.4. Blocking the intervention of the only true engineering analysis done by Wojcicki, presented here to challenge the illegal "rip-off" of the SC people and businesses, does indeed breach the minimal honor standard of accepting the challenge commonly used in the US judicial system.

1.5. In addition, a blockade of an intervention is a serious violation against the "Open and Fair" Freedom Of Information Act during the 2014 Election season.

1.6. The Directive does not list any standards that force PSC to deny Wojcicki's Petition to Intervene.

To recall some of these rules and common justice for petitioning a rehearing/reconsideration of a Petition to Intervene:

2.1. The 50-mile national rule for anyone living within a 50-mile radius, here from Jenkinsville. Wojcicki's home is 24 miles from Jenkinsville SC. This rule is still confirmed on 2014 Aug 18. Read Wojcicki's last two letters dated 2014-08-28 and 29 being delivered to PSC personally and via email.

2.2. Serious aspects of breach of laws listed in above letters.

2.3. Commissioners rushed their Directive before receiving Wojcicki's timely delivered Responses to SCANA's "SCE&G Objections", avoiding the necessity to answer the facts.

2.4. Again, the PSC and ORS mission statements include explicit terms in serving the public. The general public of SC, its people and businesses, got no serious professional advise nor representation since 2008 to stop being robbed by SCANA.

3. All above requires to show for general public the cause of such long lasting permission to rob SC people and businesses. All questions from Wojcicki's Response dated August 28-29, 2014 shall be answered (Q1- Q7) to inform the millions of SCANA victims, SC and US general public, and the authorities according to FOIA and/or fair and open transparency as required by the PSC Mission to avoid obstruction of justice. The PSC has not cited any standards to allow a blockade of the truth about the FCA of BLRA in their Directive. For ORS/PSC very inspiring lecture would be inter alia Lawyers, Ethics, and Enron http://thecorporatescandalreader.com/forms/04c%20rhode.pdf

Maybe this legal history will bring SCE&G large investment to normality in financing.

The people understand that the electricity producing and servicing utility is SCE&G Company not SCANA and its legal team, which is manipulating the system for six years.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph "Joe" Edward Wojcicki, is the energy consultant, advocate for three (3) million victims and case intervenor in its first stage

820 E. Steele Road
West Columbia, SC 29170

September 4, 2014